


Designer Bags for the Everyday Asian Woman. 



by producing bags with a premium look,
without the premium price tags.

We believe in using good materials,
that don‘t sacrifice quality and durability.

We believe, that by simply changing the way 
our bags are made and sold, we can bring down costs and 

translate those savings in a big way to our customers.

Designer bags for the everyday Asian woman.
This is our Promise.

D E S I R E .  D E S I G N .  A S I A .

We believe in AFFORDABLE LUXURY



Crafted to PERFECTION.

We believe our customers deserve 100% QUALITY.

That’s why DESIRE uses high-quality synthetic microfibre,
to create stylish and durable bags that look and feel like genuine 

leather, without the high price. And we don’t sacrifice
on our hardware, either. Made to exacting standards,

our gold-plated steel accessories are designed to shine. 

And how do DESIRE bags achieve their natural appearance?
Easy: we don’t mass produce. All our bags are limited run, semi-
handmade pieces. We pay attention to every cut, fold and stitch 

so that customers won’t have to.
What they get is our very best. Always.



For the Modern Woman,
with the hustle and bustle of daily life,

Time is precious.
So we designed our bags to be

fuss-free yet elegant at the same time.
Whether you’re at work, at a café, 

or buying groceries at the supermarket,
DESIRE bags have you covered.

Just pick up, and go. 

INSPIRED by life, made for LIVING.

Anywhere ELEGANCE.



A DESIRE for SUCCESS.

In a journey that began eight years before, 
online fashion-trepreneur Florence Yong, media veteran

Tony Goh and brand development expert AlHafiz, 
established in 2016 the DESIRE label. 

Since then, the brand has grown from strength to strength,
with three collections to its portfolio and more than 25,000 

followers on Facebook.

With an eye for the latest trends, the founding trio and
their talented in-house team continue to celebrate 
Asian women from all walks of life, by designing

trendy yet affordable bags that have become the hallmark
of DESIRE’s everyday success. 



DESIGNER BAG COLLECTIONS   



Bucket Bag
DUO AMARIS



Bold & Gold
With its stand-out colours 

and gold highlights,
the Duo Amaris is

the ultimate all-day bag. 
Featuring a loop 

drawstring and signature 
buckle, sling strap option

and a convenient front 
pocket. 

Perfect for women
on the move. 



DUO AMARIS



Tote Bag
DUO MADISON



Travel in Style
Colourful. Vibrant. Water-resistant.

A stylish tote that goes anywhere, rain or shine. 
Low carry, shoulder hung or slung, 

pocketed and spacious, the Duo Madison 
inspires confidence. Essential for the everyday 

woman.   



DUO MADISON



Tote Bag

DUO
EMERALD



Fit or Flare
The only Tote that transforms.
Classic fitted or Modern flared,
the Duo Emerald is a chameleon of design.
A bag that works all day & plays all night.
Crafted for the Woman of Change. 



DUO
EMERALD
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